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A Word from the Section Chair 

Welcome to the annual INFORMS Aviation Applications Section newsletter! This edition comes 

at an exciting time when the world is continuing to transition out of the initial disruptions caused 

by the COVID-19 pandemic. Our INFORMS community is looking forward to a renewed fully in-

person Annual Meeting this year!

Our Aviation community is also excited to embrace the next steps of the recovery. Now that the 

airline industry has, once again, shown its extreme resilience, air traffic is rebounding and the 

International Air Transport Association (IATA) is upgrading its 2022 financial outlook. At the same 

time, the industry will also face a number of challenges, old and new—delays, cancellations, slot 

availability, revenue management, pilot shortages, geopolitical disruptions, and sustainability targets, 

to name just a few. Operations research has undoubtedly a central role to play in this transition. 

The AAS sessions at the Annual Meeting will feature recent developments as well as provide a 

forum to discuss new requirements and new solutions. We are looking forward to seeing you 

there!

I would like to thank our Vice-Chair, Bruno Santos, and our Secretary/Treasurer, Chiwei Yan, for 

their tremendous work in service to our community. I am also very grateful to all our volunteers: 

Andrew Churchill as Dissertation Award Chair, Kai Wang as Paper Award Chair, Keji Wei as 

Student Presentation Chair, Sebastian Birolini as Cluster Chair, and Nuno Ribeiro and Alessandro 

Bombelli as Communications Co-Chairs. Our community greatly benefits from their constant 

engagement and new ideas. This year, we will hold elections for the next leadership team — 

please let us know if you are interested in getting further involved with the AAS community.

Continued overleaf.

Alexandre Jacquillat 
Assistant Professor

MIT Sloan School of Management
AAS Chair 
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Inside this issue 

A Word from the Section Chair 
(cont.)
In this issue of our newsletter, you will find a number of updates about competitions and other 

issues of importance. One of the highlights is a two-part interview, featuring ongoing 

opportunities and challenges faced by aviation systems in the ASEAN region. Many thanks to Tass 

Hudak, and Peter Jackson for their participation and their insights.

We hope that you will enjoy this new issue, and we look forward to catching up in person at the 

Annual Meeting!

Sincerely,

Alexandre Jacquillat
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Featured Article by Nuno Ribeiro
Industry Interview with: 

Tass Hudak and Peter Jackson
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Tass Hudak
Head of MITRE Asia Pacific 

Singapore

Tass Hudak: I began my career as an aerospace engineer supporting flight operations for a major US airline. Since joining MITRE in 2008, 
my research interests have mainly focused on performance-based navigation procedures and separation standards, and the methods, 
modelling, and tools required to support large scale implementation. I currently manage the CAAS research work program at MITRE Asia 
Pacific Singapore (MAPS). Here, I lead a team of engineers that develops and tests new air traffic control decision support tools, data 
analytics, and aviation safety, among other things.

Peter Jackson: I have a masters in Statistics and a doctorate in Operations Research. Prior to coming to SUTD in 2016, my research 
focused on planning and scheduling in multi-stage production-distribution systems. At SUTD, I transitioned to work on problems in air traffic 
management, but many of the concepts and techniques carry over from one domain to the other. With Professors Amedeo Odoni of MIT 
and Costas Courcoubetis of SUTD, I led the effort to establish the Aviation Studies Institute (ASI), established jointly between SUTD and 
the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS) in 2019, where I currently serve as Director.

Part I. Your background

1. Can you describe your educational background and current role?1. Can you describe your educational background and current role? 

Peter Jackson
Director,  Aviation Studies Institute

Singapore University of Technology and Design
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Tass Hudak: The global pandemic had a profound and enduring effect on the aviation industry. Government imposed travel restrictions 
and lockdowns directly impacted passenger airlines the most, resulting in grounded fleets and staff layoffs with cascading effects to the 
entire supply and service chain. Airports and ANSPs with high fixed infrastructure and operating costs were also hard hit, especially where 
revenue models depend heavily on passenger enplanements instead of aircraft movements. Cargo carriers were a lone bright spot during 
the pandemic with some airlines adapting to increased sector demand by converting passenger decks to carry freight.

Signs of recovery are showing with several ASEAN countries beginning to ease or eliminate travel restrictions. Singapore recently reported 
traffic levels at 1/3 of pre-pandemic levels and estimates a 50 percent recovery by later this year. International Air Transport Association 
estimates highlight the magnitude of the impact with the recovery of global passenger traffic to pre-pandemic levels not expected until 
2024. The ASEAN region is not estimated to catch up until 2025. The effects of recent geopolitical events and global inflation on the 
recovery are yet to be fully understood.

Peter Jackson:  We have documented the impact of COVID-19 on commercial air travel in the ASEAN region in two white papers 
commissioned with Sobie Aviation. Both papers are available on the ASI website (https://asi.sutd.edu.sg/).  The ten Southeast Asian countries 
which comprise the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) have experienced passenger traffic declines that were sharper than 
the global and Asia-Pacific averages. For the 12 months ending March 2021, representing the first year of the crisis, there was a 98% to 99% 
decline at ASEAN’s three largest international airports – Singapore Changi, Bangkok Suvarnabhumi and Kuala Lumpur International (KLIA). 
As of the beginning of 2022, traffic at these three airports had begun to recover but was still between 30-50% of pre-COVID levels. Full 
recovery will likely be another year away.

Part II. Interview Questions

1. How did COVID affect the aviation industry in the ASEAN region, and how recovery is 
progressing?

Featured Article by Nuno Ribeiro
Industry Interview with: 

Tass Hudak and Peter Jackson (cont.)

https://asi.sutd.edu.sg/
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2. What are the key challenges that you foresee for the next decade in the aviation industry ?

Tass Hudak: Sustainability and the environment will have a growing influence on the aviation industry in the ASEAN region. Global targets 
to curb the production of greenhouse gas emissions and decarbonize transportation systems will put emphasis on efficiency and alternative 
fuel sources. Additionally, fuel is still the 2nd greatest cost behind labor for airlines who will expect ANSPs to implement optimized airspace 
and procedures that that reduce consumption and emissions. 

Aircraft manufacturers, ANSPs, and airlines are already working together to implement technologies like Trajectory Based Operations 
(TBO) that enable better management of disruptions and delays resulting from not only an increase in traffic, but also an increase in 
extreme weather events resulting from climate change. The implementation of these complex systems must be highly coordinated and a 
shared investment to achieve the intended benefits.

Cybersecurity, spectrum interference and jamming will continue to get more attention from regulators, ANSPs, and airlines in the next 
decade. Communications, navigation, and surveillance signals are critical to aviation safety and are vulnerable to both intentional attacks and 
unintentional consequences of increasingly congested airwaves. More research is needed to develop air/ground systems and procedures 
that are both resistant and resilient to current and future threats.

Peter Jackson: With the re-opening of borders, we can expect to see the return of strong demand for commercial air travel. However, 
with the shuttering of infrastructure projects, the financial restructuring of airlines, and the loss of personnel which resulted from the 
pandemic, the industry will likely experience capacity shortfalls for several years. The other major challenge is the heightened international 
pressure to reduce the so-called carbon footprint of aviation. An important component of the response will be a drive to eliminate wasteful 
circling of aircraft in terminal airspaces and to choose fuel-efficient trajectories for terminal-to-terminal operations. The challenge would be 
simpler were it not for the uncertainty arising from convective weather events. Consequently, information-intensive technologies to 
support real-time collaborative decision-making, will be viewed as necessary investments for airlines and air navigation service providers.

Featured Article by Nuno Ribeiro
Industry Interview with: 

Tass Hudak and Peter Jackson (cont.)
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3. How can research in data-analytics and optimization contribute to helping aviation 
mitigate those challenges ?

Tass Hudak: There are limits to even the most experienced human’s ability to digest an interpret all the factors that influence operations 
in complex airspace. Taming the vast amounts of available aviation data is the first step. ANSPs are investing in research to build digital 
airspace twins and create high fidelity models of air traffic operations based on numerous proprietary and commercial data sources. 
Historical surveillance data like radar and ADS-B combined with, weather, voice, schedule, and flow constraint information can be leveraged 
to continually refine airspace design, procedures, and strategic planning.

The scalability, reliability, and cost effectiveness of Cloud Computing is creating opportunities to develop new ATM and ATFM decision 
support tools. Real-time data aggregation and novel artificial intelligence methods are poised to give airport operators, ANSPs, and airlines 
the insights and advisory information needed to make timely and impactful decisions. As well, data sharing between airlines and ANSPs over 
System Wide Information Management networks and connected flight decks is taking data to the next level. With better tracking of real-
time decision making and intent data, analytics will enable even more powerful optimization tools.

Optimization can play a role not only in normal and irregular operations like adverse weather, but also in creating resilient operations. For 
instance, contingency plans for runway closures, denial of airspace, and degraded ATC services due to CNS disruptions can be refined using 
optimization methods to minimize impacts during such events.

Featured Article by Nuno Ribeiro
Industry Interview with: 

Tass Hudak and Peter Jackson (cont.)

Nuno Ribeiro
Assistant Professor 

Singapore Univ. of  Techn. and Design
                                  Interviewer

Peter Jackson: The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has outlined an evolutionary path for the aviation industry to 
follow to achieve high levels of flight and flow information sharing for collaborative decision-making in air traffic management (FF-ICE). 
Satellite-based Automatic Dependent-Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) is an existing technology which can now provide global, real-time 
positioning information for all commercial aircraft. Sensor networks (including mobile agents such as the aircraft themselves) can provide 
real-time updates on meteorological conditions. The research challenge now is to achieve data fusion of these diverse sources, and 
transform the data into recommendations for ground delays, runway sequencing, and trajectory modifications for fuel efficient, delay 
minimized operations. In the ASEAN region this must be accomplished to the extent possible in the absence of a central coordination 
agency like the FAA or EUROCONTROL.



The business meeting was held on October 25th, 2021 at 6:30am (PST), virtually on Zoom Meetings, 
following the current COVID context and traveling limitations experienced by everyone. 
Approximately 15 people were in attendance. 

AAS Chair Alex Jacquillat opened up the meeting by introducing the 2020 - 2021 AAS Section 
Officers. AAS Secretary/Treasurer Chiwei Yan provided an overview on finances and 
membership: there has been a decrease in membership since 2014, with 105 active members by 
10/07/2021. Overall, membership has been down since 2014, following the termination of the 
joint membership agreement between AAS and TSL. This is particularly the case of the regular 
members in comparison to student members. It was discussed ways of increasing the 
membership. Those in attendance were encouraged to invite friends and others to join AAS to 
grow the membership. It was reiterated that every AAS award winner should be registered as a 
member of the section at the time he/she received the award.

A net financial loss of $1,200 is expected in 2021. Similar level of loss happens in 2020 as well and 
the 2021 expenses are expected to be similar compared to last year’s. There are two reasons 
for a net loss – the best paper award ($800) was initiated since 2020; second, the awards will be 
sent per post and these are additional costs to the costs of previous years. The negative 
expected net result was presented as not being a major concern due to the existence of an 
additional savings account with a current balance of $13,516. However the loss has to be 
monitored and circumvented because the due revenues are decreasing. About 140 regular 
members in our section should be enough to have a break even situation with the costs of 
running our current yearly activities. 

Keji Wei, AAS Cluster Chair, presented the activities at the 2021 INFORMS Virtual Annual Meeting. 
The 2021 AAS cluster involved 18 sessions, an increase from 14 sessions in 2020. Topics were 
varied, ranging from airline, airport, aviation networks and markets, and air traffic management 
but also emerging topics such as unmanned aircraft systems, urban air mobility and COVID-19 
impact on air transportation. The AAS cluster also involved 3 sessions for the Best Student 
Presentation. In addition, 2 joint sessions were organized with TSL. Finally, Keji recalled the 
keynote talk from Sergey Shebalov, from Sabre, titled “Introduction of AI/ML capabilities into 
airline industry”.

2021 INFORMS Annual Meeting 
Aviation Applications Section Business Meeting Minutes 
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Chiwei Yan
Assistant Professor 

University of Washington
2021 AAS Treasurer/Secretary

 



Alessandro Bombelli, AAS Dissertation Committee chair, announced the 2021 Dissertation Award. The 
committee included Mattia Cattaneo, from University of Bergamo, Virginia Lurkin, from HEC Lausanne, 
Peng Wei, from George Washington University, and Kai Wang, from Carnegie Mellon University. The 
Committee awarded the award to Dr. Sebastian Birolini. His dissertation was entitled “Modeling of Supply-
Demand Interactions in the Optimization of Air Transport Network”, and submitted to the University of 
Bergamo. The committee also recognized the work of Sandeep Badrinath eMeeting was entitled “Modeling 
and Control of Queueing Network: Applications to Airport Surface Operation”, submitted to MIT, as the 
runner-up.

Kai Wang, Chair of the 2021 AAS Best Student Presentation Competition, presented the Best Student 
Presentation Competition. The committee included Heng Chen, from University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Keri 
Wei, from Sabre. The competition included 12 entries across 9 universities, and spanned a very wide range 
of topics. The committee recognized Lu Dai from University of California Berkeley as the winner and 
Fanruiqi Zhang from Georgia Institute of Technology as the runner-up.

Nuno Ribeiro, Chair of the 2021 AAS Best Paper Award, presented the outcome of the best paper 
competition. The committee included Bruno Santos from Delft University of Technology, Susan Hotle from 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Sebastian Birolini from University of Bergamo and Diana Jorge from 
Lusofona University. The winner goes to Kai Wang and Alexandre Jacquillat, “A Stochastic Integer 
Programming Approach to Air Traffic Scheduling and Operations”, published on Operations Research.

AAS Chair Alexandre Jacquillat discussed various AAS positions during 2021 - 2022. Following the tradition 
from past years, Sebastian Birolini, winner of the AAS Dissertation Award, should be the Cluster Chair for 
INFORMS Annual Meeting 2022. Alessandro Bombelli and Nuno Ribeiro will be the inaugural 
communication co-chairs. Andrew Churchill will be the 2022 dissertation prize committee chair. Keji Wei 
will be the 2022 student presentation award committee chair. Finally, Kai Wang will be the 2022 best 
paper award committee chair. The meeting was then adjourned and the group was divided into three 
breakdown rooms, for greeting and meeting sessions, before closing the virtual meeting.
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2021 INFORMS Annual Meeting 
Aviation Applications Section Business Meeting Minutes 
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At the 2021 INFORMS Annual Meeting,  Alessandro Bombelli,  AAS Dissertation Committee chair, 
announced the 2021 Dissertation Award. The Committee included Mattia Cattaneo, University of 
Bergamo,  Virgine Lurkin, HEC Laussanne, Peng Wei, George Washington University, Kai Wang 
Carnegie Mellon.

The Committee awarded the award to one dissertation – Dr. Sebastian Birolini, with a 
dissertation was entitled “Modeling of Supply-Demand Interactions in the Optimization of Air Transport 
Networks”, and submitted to the University of Bergamo.

Dr. Sandeep Badrinath was recognized as the runner up with his dissertation entitled 
“Modeling and Control of Queuing Networks: Applications to Airport Surface Operations” submitted to 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The winners of the award presented their work on the INFORMS Annual Meeting. There was a 
good participation and discussion after the presentations.

Alessandro Bombelli 
Lecturer 

Delft University of Technology 
2021 Dissertation Committee Chair

2021 AAS Dissertation Award Winners  
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At 2021 INFORMS Annual Meeting AAS, Kai Wang, Chair of the 2021 AAS Best Student 
Presentation Competition, presented the Best Student Presentation Competition. The 
Committee included the chair, Heng Chen, from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and Keji Wei 
from Sabre Technology. 

The competition included 12 entries across 8 universities. There were five more entries than last 
year. Because of the hybrid mode this year, there were 3 virtual sessions and 1 in-person session. 

The winner of this award is Lu Dai. Her presentation was titled “Sequential Prediction of 
Flight Anomaly Using Real-Time Data: A Case Study for Go-Around”. 

The committee gave two honorable mentions, to  Fotios Katsigiannis with a presentation 
“Multi-Objective, Multi-Stakeholder Airport Slot Scheduling Considering Expected Delays”, and to 
Fanruiqi Zeng with a presentation “Trajectory Planning for Mission Survivability of Autonomous 
Vehicles in Moderately to Extremely Uncertain Environments”.

Kai Wang
Assistant Professor
Tsinghua University

2021 Presentation Committee Chair 

2021 AAS Student Presentation Award Winner  



At the 2021 INFORMS Virtual Annual Meeting, Nuno Ribeiro, Chair of the AAS Best Paper 
Award, presented the process and the winners of the award. 

The Committee included, besides the chair, Bruno Santos, Delft University of Technology, Susan 
Hotle, Virginia Polytechnic , Sebastian Birolini, University of Bergamo, Diana Jorge, Lusofona 
University

In total, 4 papers were submitted for consideration for this award. The evaluation was done 
according to a weighted sum of criteria - significance of contribution (20), structure of paper 
(10), writing quality (15), appropriateness of the approach (20), clarity of drawings, graphs and 
tables (5), appropriateness of abstract (10), quality of discussion and conclusions (10), adequacy 
of references and discussion of prior work (10). 

The paper “A Stochastic Integer Programming Approach to Air Traffic Scheduling and Operations”, from 
Kai Wang, from Carnegie Mellon University,  Alexandre Jacquillat, from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, received the 2020 AAS Best Paper Award. 
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Nuno Ribeiro
     Assistant Professor
Singapore University of 
Technology and Design 

2021 Best Paper Committee Chair 

2021 AAS Best Paper Award Winner  



The INFORMS Aviation Applications Section awards a prize for the best dissertation in any area 
related to applying operations research and related approaches to aviation. The winner will 
receive a plaque and an honorarium of $500. Other finalists will receive an honorable mention 
and a certificate. Doctoral dissertations meeting the following criteria are eligible for 
consideration:

Doctoral dissertations meeting the following criteria are eligible for consideration:

● Dissertation must be completed and submitted between June 1, 2021 and May 31, 2022

● Dissertation must be in an area relevant to aviation research or practice

To apply, submit the following documents in portable document format (PDF) via email to Dr. 
Andrew Churchill (achurchill@mosaicatm.com), the committee chair, by Friday, June 24, 2022:

● The completed dissertation

● An extended abstract (up to 4 pages, single spaced) describing the work and its relevance

● A short paper (20 to 25 pages, double spaced) that is based on the dissertation (this is 
optional, but welcome)
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Andrew Churchill
Mosaic ATM

2022 Dissertation Committee Chair 

2022 AAS Dissertation Award Call for Submissions   
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Keji Wei
Senior Operations Research Engineer

Sabre & CAE
2021 Presentation Committee Chair 

2022 AAS Student Presentation Award Call for Submissions  

The INFORMS Aviation Applications Section (AAS) will hold a Best Student Presentation 
Competition at the 2022 INFORMS Annual Meeting. AAS is sponsoring this competition for 
undergraduate and graduate students who are members of the INFORMS Aviation Applications 
Section. A certificate of recognition and a cash prize will be awarded.

To enter the competition, the following criteria must be satisfied:

● The presenter must be a member of AAS for the year 2022.

● The presenter must provide an extended abstract (one or two pages in length) as per the 
Extended Abstract Template provided on the AAS website. The extended abstracts should be 
emailed to Keji Wei (kejiwei3@gmail.com), the Committee Chair, by 5 p.m. CDT on July 1, 
2022.

● The presenter must be an undergraduate or graduate student at the time of extended 
abstract submission deadline (i.e. on July 1, 2022), and the presentation must be based on the 
research conducted while he/she was a student.

● Each presenter is allowed to submit at most one abstract for the competition.

● The presentation must be in an area relevant to aviation research or practice (e.g. airline 
operations, air traffic management, urban aerial mobility, unmanned aerial systems, revenue 
management).

The winner will be chosen based on both the quality of the presentation itself and the extended 
abstract. We look forward to an exciting set of submissions this year! For further information, 
please contact Keji Wei kejiwei3@gmail.com.



The AAS Best Paper Award is given once a year to an outstanding paper in the field of aviation 
applications. The paper must have been published in a refereed journal and must present innovative 
approaches for solving complex problems in aviation and air transportation, with an emphasis on 
operations research and quantitative methods. Any author must submit only one of his/her eligible 
papers. In addition, no individual may be a co-author on more than two papers submitted to the 
competition.

A paper is eligible for the competition if

● its main topic is related to the field of aviation and air transportation;

● it is written in English; and

● it has been published, or appears in pre-print form online through the publishing agency, 
between June 1, 2019, and May 31, 2022. In the case of papers that are only available in pre-print 
form online at the time of consideration, the online publication date must be easily verifiable.

All topics related to the field of aviation and air transportation will be considered, including, but not 
being limited to:

● aviation economics, operation concepts, and business models;

● airline operations;

● air traffic flow management and airspace management;

● tactical air traffic control;

● airport operations;

● air transportation networks;

● aircraft trajectory management;

● UAS traffic management;

● on-demand air mobility;

● electric/hybrid aircraft operations;

● pilot, flight deck, or onboard decision making models

The winning paper will be announced at the AAS business meeting to be held during the annual 
INFORMS meeting in October 2022 (at Indiana Convention Center, Indiana, USA). The authors of 
the winning paper will share a prize of $800, and each will receive a certificate.

To submit a paper for the 2022 competition, one of the authors must email the paper, along with a 
short cover letter (maximum one page) describing the merits of the paper, to the Chair of the AAS 
Best Paper Award Committee, on or before June 15, 2022, 11:59 pm US eastern time. Please use the 
following email address for submissions: chwangkai@gmail.com (Email Subject: 2022 AAS Best Paper 
Award Application / Applicant name).

Disclaimer: each paper will be reviewed and scored by all five award committee members. The award 
committee members are not eligible for this year's award. We will enforce an unbiased review 
process. 15 

Kai Wang
Assistant Professor
Tsinghua University

2021 Presentation Committee Chair 

Award Committee

Kai Wang
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA, USA

Max Z. Li
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI, USA
 
Lishuai Li
Delft University of Technology
Delft, Netherlands

Virginie Lurkin
HEC Lausanne
Lausanne, Switzerland

Peng Wei
George Washington University
Washington, DC, USA 

2022 AAS Best Paper Award Call for Submissions  
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Bruno F. Santos 
Associate Professor 

Delft University of Technology 
AAS Vice Chair 

2022 AGIFORS Program and Involvement

The Airline Group of the International Federation of Operational Research Societies (AGIFORS) 
is a professional society dedicated to advancing and applying Operational Research within the 
airline industry. The society has five study groups, focusing on different aspects of airline 
operations. Each of these study groups meets in the spring to discuss new technical 
developments and trends in the aviation industry. They are  fora to discuss new methodologies 
and concepts applied to airlines and aviation. In addition to the study group meetings, AGIFORS 
members meet at the Annual Symposium, typically held in September or October. The symposium 
includes guest speakers from academia and industry, discusses state-of-the-art developments and 
practices, and panel discussions on trending topics, and presents awards to recognize exceptional 
achievements in the field. 

AGIFORS presents a good venue for Airline Application Section (AAS) members to engage with 
practitioners, hear about the challenges in practice, and discuss new methodologies with potential 
end-users. Additionally, AGIFORS has two awards for early-stage researchers. The well-known 
Anna Valicek Award distinguishes original and innovative research performed by graduate 
students. At the same time, the Ken Wang Scholars Program aims to recognize and encourage 
graduate students at even earlier stages to pursue careers in airline analytics. There are no costs 
of being an AGIFORS member,  and all AAS members should be eligible to apply for membership. 
Furthermore, the study group meetings are all online this year and have nominal registration fees. 
So if you have not done it in previous years, do consider getting involved this year!

AGIFORS Program:

● Revenue Management SG Meeting - April 26 – 28 (virtual event)
● Airline Operations SG Meeting – May 11 – 13 (virtual event)
● Aircraft Maintenance Operations SG Meeting – May 11-13 (virtual event)
● Scheduling and Strategic Planning SG Meeting – May 23-25 (virtual event)
● Crew Management SG Meeting – June 14-15, 21-22, 28-29 (virtual event)
● Annual Symposium – September 12-15 2022 (Toulouse, France)

● Anna Valicek award deadline June 1st
● Ken Wang Scholars Program deadline June 1st

Lavanya Marla
Assistant Professor 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
AGIRFORS - Symposium Technical Chair



The AAS is compiling a list of recent publications to support aviation researchers. Following is a 
list of sample recent papers that have appeared in INFORMS journals. You are invited to submit 
your published or working papers to be listed on the AAS website. Please send your papers to 
the AAS webmaster Reed Harder.

AIR  TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

“Central Authority–Controlled Air Traffic Flow Management: An Optimization Approach”
Sadeque Hamdan, Ali Cheaitou, Oualid Jouini, Tobias Andersson Granberg, Zied Jemai, Imad 
Alsyouf, Maamar Bettayeb, Billy Josefsson
Published Online: Transportation Science (March-April 2022)

“Competition in Congested Service Networks with Application to Air Traffic Control Provision in Europe”
Nicole Adler, Eran Hanany, Stef Proost
Published Online: Management Science (April 2022)

“A Network-Design Analysis of Airline Business Model Adaptation in the Face of Competition and 
Consolidation”
Renan P. de Oliveira, Alessandro V. M. Oliveira, Gui Lohmann
Published Online: Transportation Science (March-April 2021)

“Predictive and Prescriptive Analytics Toward Passenger-Centric Ground Delay Programs”
Alexandre Jacquillat
Published Online: Transportation Science (March-April 2022)

“Aircraft Deconfliction via Mathematical Programming: Review and Insights”
Mercedes Pelegrín, Claudia D’Ambrosio
Published Online: Transportation Science (January-February 2022)

NETWORK DESIGN

“Reliable Hub Location Model for Air Transportation Networks Under Random Disruptions”
Hao Shen, Yong Liang, Zuo-Jun Max Shen
Published Online: Manufacturing & Service Operations Management (March–April 2021)

“Hub Location, Routing, and Route Dimensioning: Strategic and Tactical Intermodal Transportation Hub 
Network Design”
Bariş Yıldız, Hande Yaman, Oya Ekin Karaşan
Published Online: Transportation Science (November–December 2021)
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Alessandro Bombelli 
Lecturer 

Delft University of Technology
Communication Chair

Recent Publications



UNMANNED AERIAL  VEHICLES

“An Exact Algorithm for Heterogeneous Drone-Truck Routing Problem”
Munjeong Kang, Chungmok Lee
Published Online: Transportation Science (September–October 2021)

“Exact Methods for the Traveling Salesman Problem with Drone”
Roberto Roberti, Mario Ruthmair
Published Online: Transportation Science (March-April 2021)

“A Monotone Approximate Dynamic Programming Approach for the Stochastic Scheduling, Allocation, and 
Inventory Replenishment Problem: Applications to Drone and Electric Vehicle Battery Swap Stations”
Amin Asadi, Sarah Nurre Pinkley
Published Online: Transportation Science (-Not available-)

“Scalable Vertiport Hub Location Selection for Air Taxi Operations in a Metropolitan Region”
Liting Chen, Sebastian Wandelt, Weibin Dai, Xiaoqian Sun
Published Online: INFORMS Journal on Computing (March-April 2022)

FLIGHT SCHEDULING/FLEET ASSIGNMENT/CREW ASSIGNMENT

“Choice-Based Airline Schedule Design and Fleet Assignment: A Decomposition Approach”
Chiwei Yan, Cynthia Barnhart, Vikrant Vaze
Published Online: Transportation Science (-Not available-)

“An Improved Integral Column Generation Algorithm Using Machine Learning for Aircrew Pairing”
Adil Tahir, Frédéric Quesnel, Guy Desaulniers, Issmail El Hallaoui, Yassine Yaakoubi
Published Online: Transportation Science (November–December 2021)

AIRPORT OPERATIONS

“A Data-Driven Approach for Baggage Handling Operations at Airports”
Christian Ruf, Sebastian Schiffels, Rainer Kolisch, Markus Matthäus Frey
Published Online: Transportation Science (-Not available-)

“Minimizing Airplane Boarding Time”
Felix J. L. Willamowski, Andreas M. Tillmann
Published Online: Transportation Science (-Not available-)
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Recent Publications (cont.)



 

Section Officers 
Treasurer/Secretary

Chiwei Yan 
University of Washington

Email: chiwei@uw.edu

Tel: +1 206-685-2641 

Chair

Alexandre Jacquillat 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Email: alexjacq@mit.edu 
Tel: +1 412-715-4848 

Communication Chair

Alessandro Bombelli
Delft University of Technology 
Email: A.Bombelli@tudelft.nl

Cluster Chair

Sebastian Birolini 
University of Bergamo

Email: sebastian.birolini@unibg.it

 

Upcoming Meetings 

AIAA AVIATION 2021 

Virtual Event 

June 27- July 1, 2022 

INFORMS Annual Meeting 

 Indiana Convention Center, Marriott Downtown and 

 JW Marriott Hotel Country

Indiana, USA

October 16-19, 2022

Revenue Management SG Meeting 

April 26 – 28 (virtual event)

Airline Operations SG Meeting 

May 11 – 13 (virtual event)

Aircraft Maintenance Operations SG Meeting

May 11-13 (virtual event)

Scheduling and Strategic Planning SG Meeting 

May 23-25 (virtual event)

Crew Management SG Meeting 

June 14-15, 21-22, 28-29 (virtual event)

Annual Symposium 

September 12-15 2022 (Toulouse, France)

Vice Chair

Bruno F. Santos
Delft University of Technology 
Email: b.f.santos@tudelft.nl 

Tel: +31 152-782-713 
 

Communication Chair

Nuno Ribeiro
Singapore University of Technology and Design 

Email: nuno_ribeiro@sutd.edu.sg 
Phone: +65-6499-4860 
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